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(Photo credit: Warner Bros/DC Entertainment) The 1984 Wonder Woman stars have started off the capital FanDome, a virtual replacement for The Con' Kumahek, by unveiling a new trailer for the superhero movie. Actors Gal Gadot, Chris Pine, Kristen Wiig, Pedro Pascal and director/co-writer/producer Patty Jenkins treated fans to a virtual Q&Amp;A
session before the new trailer debuted for the twice-delayed film. The trailer gives us a first look at two new villains who are ready to take on Wonder Woman (Gal Gadot): Barbara Ann Minerva, aka Cheetah, played by Kristen Wiig and Pedro Pascal Max Lourdes. Despite his sad death in the 2017 film, Steve Taylor (played by Chris Pine) makes a miraculous
recovery for a star in the latest release - we'll warn you, there are some dodgy eighties costumes that happen to look so good on Chris Pine.The trailer begins by showing Diana and Steve living a high life in Washington D. C during the early 1980s. It soon turns into a disaster when It seems that Barbara, a close friend of Diana's, is no longer able to contain
her change and begins to form a relationship with the evil Max Lord. At first, we see Barbara develop a new style and a strong attitude, but things get tense when he makes her final shift with deadly claws and a lashing. Robin Wright Antiope and Connie Nielsen hippolyta also make an appearance during the past memories of Diana's youth, so we're excited
to learn more about Wonder Woman.  Although Wonder Woman 1984 is originally scheduled for June 5 and then being further delayed until August thanks to this epidemic, this is one movie that will still get a big screen experience. During the question-and-answer session before the trailer, Patty Jenkins said, I really think the movie is pretty cool on the big
screen, and we're going to stick to it, and we believe in putting it in the movies. The team also added an additional surprise to bring the original Wonder Woman, Linda Carter, into a question-and-answer session. Things got a little deeper when she shared the story of how her daughter finally understood the character's appeal when she saw Gal Gadot play
Wonder Woman.  Carter said, when she saw my daughter Gal as Wonder Woman, she said 'I finally got it, I finally understand why everyone adores you, and I finally get what Wonder Woman means. It was a nice moment before we could see the cheetah unleashed in all its glory. Wonder Woman 1984 is scheduled to be released in cinemas from October 2,
2020. How to watch DC movies the expanded universe for the CW stock series has long been a banner carrier for the TV empire in dc. Shows such as Flash, Supergirl, and Legends of Tomorrow owe their very existence to it, as was the show arrow that began the modern era of superhero television. Now in its fifth season, the argument can be made that
there are not many places left At this point. Even so, the DC comic series still has a lot of material for mine, and with the show recently getting back to its roots season 1, it's preparing for a host of new and exciting characters. This brings us to one question: Who will be the next heroes who will be pulled from the pages of Dc Comics and appeared on the
arrow? 1. Talia Ghoul Lexa Doig and Talia Ghoul | Hollywood Reporter in comedy, Talia Ghoul is the beloved daughter of Ra'aal ghoul, president of the Assassins Association. The character even appeared in Christopher Nolan's The Dark Knight Rises, played by Marion Cotillard. You will get a subsequent rework for CW, with the lexa doig labeling network
(Stargate SG-1) to play the character. In the comedy, she is most famous as batman's opponent and frequent lover, eventually installing with the Dark Knight to have a baby. She will take on a slightly different role on Arrow, which the Hollywood Reporter described as mundane and culture, [and] an elite warrior who does not choose sides but instead creates
her own. 2. Green Lantern is that for you, Hal Jordan? | The CW back in 1970, DC Comics paired green lanterns and green arrow in a concerted effort to balance the most daring aspects of the latter with a more law-abiding personality than the previous one. There is an inflation in popularity for the series linking the two heroes to years to come, leading to a
partnership that has become famous within the capital's traditions. Fast forward to expansive chemical weapons DC TV verse, and we still haven't seen that relationship used to the fullest. This hasn't stopped Greg Berlandi and the company from dancing around the appearance of potential green lanterns for years now. Season 4 premiere of Arrow shows
Oliver Queen and Amanda Waller bumping into a man wearing a flying jacket with the name Jordan on the name patch, referencing Hal Jordan, the capital's most famous green lantern. Later, we see the logo of the coastal city billboard starting from the brightest day, the darkest night ... Which just happens to be the opening of the Legion of Lamps traditional
logo. The flash even refers to a test pilot missing from a flight facility, pointing back toward Hal Jordan. All that is said, it's only a matter of time until the green lantern arrives on the scene. 3. Batman's Green Arrow and Batman | DC Comics this is where you get a little mysterious things. On the one hand, not even Gotham Fox gets a full version of The Dark
Knight, this is a series that deals perfectly in the main city of the hero. Beyond that, it's hard to imagine dc casting Batman competing for television, especially with Ben Affleck settling into the role of their film Verse. But that doesn't mean it's completely out of the reach of the possibility, and there is some strong evidence to support it. First, the CW is already
reworking Man of Steel for Supergirl, and yet she has given us the best version of the character we've got since Christopher Reeve. If they are willing to bring a new Superman, it makes sense that Batman won't be far behind. Secondly, showrunner Mark Guggenheim himself has indicated that at the end of the day it would be very nice to have Batman on the
show. So it won't completely rule out the possibility of a guest appearing sometime down the line probably won't happen anytime soon, but it won't be much of a surprise to see the Dark Knight appear on the arrow eventually. 4. Onumatobuya Onomatobuya | DC Comics Onomatopoeia may not be a household name among casual fans, but it is an interesting
villain nonetheless. Created by Kevin Smith for DC Comics in 2002, his well-deserved super villain is an expert shooter who is skilled in hand-to-hand fighting. He is also known for speaking the effects of comic books aloud. Originally, Arrow had planned on featuring his early running show, but concerns about adapting the character to television led to their
use of a different killer paddy instead, Mr. Blank (J. August Richards). That doesn't mean Smith didn't have his own designs to bring Onomatopoeia to life though. Speaking to the den of geek, he describes how instead of just doing the actual sound, he'll just have a little cards. So instead of saying blame, you'll find this card on your desk and turn around and
blame, you were shot and stuff like that. Which I think is a little cooler, you know, to do it in live action. Now this is a terrifying villain. Get it, CW. Follow on Twitter @NickNorthwest check out the entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! DC Wonder Woman solo film is about to be a theatrical show and comic book fans are busy speculating about what the film
might entail. From casting news to rumored plot details, here's everything we know (and don't know) about the superhero flick yet. 1. The main roles of Gal Gadot, who previously appeared in the fast and furious franchise, will play Diana Prince aka Honorary Superheroine, as announced back in 2013. The 29-year-old Israeli actress has signed a multi-photo
deal for the role, with her character debuting in this year's Batman v Superman movie and the upcoming flick of Justice League. Chris Pine will star opposite Gadot as Steve Trevor, wonder woman's love interest who, as the wrap describes, is not just present to send flowers and kill spiders. Payne discussed the role earlier this year, premier said, what excites
me the most is working in a movie with a superhero. with a woman in the lead role. I collaborated with this smart, beautiful and powerful woman to defeat the bad guys and save humanity. 2. Robin Wright Cast | Justin Tallis/AFP/Getty Images Warner Bros. recently announced a list for the full cast. In addition to Gadot and Payne, Robin Wright (House of
Cards) will star in an undetermined role, although fans are already speculating that she may be playing Diana Prince's mother Hippolyta. Danny Houston (X-Men Origins: Wolverine), David Thewlis (naked), Ewin Bremner (Trainspotting), Said Tagmawy (American Hustle), Elena Anaya (Skin I Live in) and Lucy Davis (Dead Sean) have all been confirmed as
well. None of their exact roles have been revealed, although Tanameui recently hinted that he would play a superhero. It's been confirmed that Wright will play one of Diana's military aunts, General Antiope, the force majeure, Lisa Lovin Kongsley, who will portray Lieutenant Antiope, Menalib.  Meanwhile, Connie Nielsen of gladiator will play Diana's mother,
Queen Hippolyta. While the trio of immortals all had a hand in raising and training Diana, she did not always see face to face. Hippolyta wants to shelter her beloved daughter from the outside world, while Antiope, the Amazon is responsible for training Diana, wants to prepare her. She's the only child they raised together, Jenkins said, at EW. And their love
for her appears differently to each of them. 3. Patty Jenkins Behind The Scenes Team | Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Patty Jenkins signed on to take out Wonder Woman earlier this year, following the departure of Michelle McLaren from the project. Jenkins has a number of notable credits for her name, including her debut feature, Monster (which won
Charlize Theron's Oscar), and experimental episodes of Murder and Betrayal. She was also once in talks to direct Thor 2 to Marvel, although that ultimately did not work. Jenkins will direct the film based on a screenplay written by Jason Fox, the book behind Warner Bros. Ban. Meanwhile, Zack Snyder and Deborah Snyder will be producers alongside
Charles Ruffin and Richard Skrle of Atlas Entertainment. Warner Bros. initially hired five books to give treatments to Wonder Woman and so far, Jason Deacon (Pan, Ice Age: Continental Drift) has been cited as the author of the final screenplay. But the latest press release reveals that Alan Heinberg and DC Comics creative head Jeff Jones are actually
credited as screenwriters in the upcoming project. Although Heinberg had previously produced and written for O.C, Grey's Anatomy, Sex and the City, this would be the first credit film. 4. It may involve multiple timelines so far, and details about the story of the film have been kept tightly under wraps. But while the studio has not officially confirmed or denied
anything, there has been much speculation about what the film might entail. the most widespread rumors is that the wonder It will include multiple timetables - one in World War I and the other today. How exactly is that going to work? Recent reports indicate that while most of the film will take place today, there will also be parts where Wonder Woman
remembers her first battle with a loan during Steve Trevor's World War I (perhaps with memories of the past to that period). It remains unclear exactly how the stories of the two time periods will relate. Another important issue in timing? It is also rumored that Wonder Woman events take place a few months before Batman v Superman, although the film itself
will not be released until then. Apparently, the film's finale will attract some contact with the rest of the Justice League.  Warner Bros. has revealed an official summary of the film, revealing some more details, including the assertion that World War I will play a key role in the story. Description reads: Before she was Wonder Woman, Diana, an
Amazonprincess, was trained to be a ruthless warrior. Diana grew up on a protected island paradise, when an American pilot crashes on their shores and tells of a widespread conflict raging in the outside world, leaving her home, convinced that she can stop the threat. Fighting alongside a man in war to end all wars, Diana will discover her full powers... And
its true destiny. Details of the film's main villain were recently revealed by the French publication Studio Ciné Live. As the report said (via ComicBook.com): Behind these scientific formulas, there is a deadly gas that can wipe out humanity. Now, it turns out that this is exactly the goal of (Aris) the god of war who is jealous of humanity, which is the work of his
father, the deceased Zeus (killed by Arius when he rebelled against him, with the help of the Amazon) ... As fans know, Ares is the opponent of The Wonder Woman's Recurring Dc Comic, having appeared in the pages of Wonder Woman since the 1940s. From it seems, it seems fans will get to see some of the original Wonder Woman story – including
Diana's childhood, roaming Themyscira and learning about her superpowers. 5. Batman's Ben Affleck Appearance in Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice | Source: Warner Bros. We know Gadot will make her Wonder Woman debut in Superman,but does Ben Affleck's Caped Crusader also appear in her solo movie? Again, nothing has been confirmed yet,
but all the signs indicate yes. Rumors say that Batman will make a brief cameo, during which he observes one of The Wonder Woman's battles. He makes contact with her shortly after, which can also explain why she seems to already have a relationship that exists in Batman v Superman. 6. What we've seen so far fans treat an early glimpse of the
upcoming Wonder Woman movie when CW Some footage from the film during dc's own movies. The footage, which includes scenes of Wonder Woman fighting soldiers during World War II and her departure from her homeland from Themyscira (the hidden island where Amazonian women flourished from Greek legend for centuries), suggests that the next
film will focus on the origin story of the character. A second video, filmed by a local news program in Italy, shows what appears to be a market in the miraculous woman's homeland of Themyscira. The Empire has also debuted a new official still from Wonder Woman, seen below. Wonder Woman | Warner Bros. via Empire Wonder and Women is scheduled to
hit theaters on June 2, 2017. 2017.
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